BAB VII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

7.1 Conclusions

By implementing Assets Control Application using Barcode Scanner Android based in PT Bingas Manufacturing, author concludes:

1. The designated Android application is needed in PT. Bingas Manufacturing with benefits of reducing manual transactions,
2. Transactions are being done by registering through the apps in the Android mobile phone and enhance transaction execution time by using barcode scanner,
3. The designated Android application is able to optimize data entries and man powers as expected by managements.

7.2 Suggestions

Several suggestions for further development of applications are listed below:

1. The application could be operate for external personnel which means customers also involve in daily transactions, such as receive delivery, sending empty and assisting. With that, it’s expected assets can be control in a good manners,
2. Adding more features, such as chatting between users or groups, adding signature box when receive delivery or sending empty,
3. Modification of interface for better UX if any.